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The coagulation of solid dust particles during settling 
to the equatorial plane of the preplanetary solar nebula has 
been numerically modelled by Weidenschilling [ I ] .  One of the 
main reaults is the higN3T non-homologous character of settling: 
after one part of the solid matter has settled due to runaway 
sweeping up of the smaller particles b the larger ones and it 
has reached the equatorial plane in I$- 10Iyr and has formed 
a thin layer of particlesislcm in size, the other significant 
part of solids remains in the form of fine grains and aggregat- 
es ( s  lo-' cm) , suspended in the gas of nebula. With diff erant 
rates of coagulation f.or different substances (especially for 
iron and silicates) taken into account, the non-homologity of 
settling increases and results in the iron-rich dust layer 
and gas-suspended silicate grains [ 2 J .  The difference in the co- 
agulation rates originates from differences in plasticity (and 
related differences in coefficient of restitution and the con- 
tact surface), in porosity, bakeability and impact strength. 
All these differences increase with temperature [ 2J. The thin 
dust layer in the equatorial plane is subject to gravitationall 
instability, leading to formation of km-sized bodies in 10 - 104yr [ 3,4].  Hence, when km-sized planetesimals have been 
formed, a large fraction of solids in the nebula remains in the 
form of fine dust particles widespread in the gas of the nebula. 
There would be some difference in composition of this dust and 
planetesimals in the inner part of the nebula, 

The present modelling deals with the subsequent evolution 
of the dust component of solids due to its interaction with the 
planetesimals in the gaseous medium of the nebula. The sweepup 
of dust particles by large bodies in the gas has been consider- 
ed by Whipple C51, but the gravitation of the bodies has not 
been taken into account. Therefore, his result cannot be sppli- 
ed to the accumulation of asteroids and planets. The present mo- 
del includes two forces acting on a particle: gas drag and gra- 
vitation of the nearest body. Gas flow around the body is alao 
included. The collision cross-section is found to be a funct- 
ion of the ratio of two nondimensional parameters: the Stokes 
number Stk = L/R and the parameter G~=(GEI/R~)T~, where G is gra- 
vitational constant, R and M are the radius and the mass of the 
body, respectively, L is the stopping distance of the particle, 
L=V,T; V, is the initial relative velocity of the particle and 
the body, T is the atopping time of the particle (inverse of 
the friction coefficient), the parameter, dependent on the par- 
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ticle radius (r), gas temperature and densit If the random 
velocity of planetesimals is equal to (GLbt/Bq$$2 where Mi and R i  
relate to the largest body in a population, 8 - the Safronov 
number (€323-10 in the gas), the computatiof gives the critical 
radius of the particle in cm: r, -4.16 ' 6( 6 / P p  A a3 liM (R, /R) ,  
where is the surface density of the nebula in g/cm2 5 ppaand ps- the density of the particle and the body in g/cm , - 
the radius of the body orbit in A.U. When r >rd, the colliai- 
on cr-ection for the particle is gravitational,rr~~(28~*/~~+1) 
like for the large bodies, but when rcri, it decreases,and 
when rer /8 ,  it becomes much less than geometrical croas-sect- 
ion. For %he Earth formation region ri > 1 cm. This result 
remains valid if the atmosphere of the growing planet ia taken 
into account. 

The result is related to the gas-abundant phase of the ne- 
bula evolution. The length of this phase is-10 Mgr[6,7,8,9 . a During this phase the primitive cores of terrestrial plane s 
would be formed by accumulation of planetesimals, but not of 
the dust particles. The masses of theae cores are determined by 
the value of integral mass of the planetesimals and they may 
exceed half of the planetary maases. The s'licate grains can 3- hardly grow up to the sizes more than lo-- 10-~cm[2,101. The 
grains drift during this phase towards the Sun due to gas drag 
f 5,1,2J . The capture and the sweepup of the dust by the grow- 
ing planets and other planetesimals occurs during and due to 
the gas dissipation. The accretion of the Earth's mantle was fi- 
nishing in the gas-free medium. The dust was being captured in- 
to the circumplanctary swarm, from which the Noon was later for- 
med. Of course, not only the dust grains themselves, but also 
planetesimala fell to the Earth and planets during the late ac- 
cumulation phase. These planetesimals appear to have thick sili- 
cate mantles. Thus. the Earth's mantle was formed from silicat- 

of the  fibo on resulb in greater devolatilization of the lunar 
aubstance.~e c o m ~ o e i f ~ o n  of the primary core of the E a r t h  and 
the inner planets would differ from that of the mantle f rom the 

be~ inn iw:  the core would be iron-rich, but could contain 
avonsiderable admixture of silicates. 
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